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Abstract

In recent decades, social scientists have carried out empirical studies in the laboratories, clinics and patient associations within and through which biological knowledge, biomedical practice, biosocialities and biological citizens are being co-produced. In this chapter, I sketch a novel analytics of what might be conceptualised as the vitality of disease. Medical interventions are increasingly as much about improving (quality of) life as they are about saving and prolonging life. As a consequence, morbid living has come to be disciplined, for example, in patient schools aimed at teaching patients to learn how to live with their disease, through rating scales used to measure treatment effect on the ‘quality of life’ of patients in clinical trials and through disease-specific ‘Living with’ guides aimed at patients and carers.
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Introduction

Despite long-standing scepticism towards the biological within the social sciences (Meloni et al. 2016), in recent decades, social studies of medicine have attained a definite bio-bent as scholars have set out to map and analyse processes of biomedicalisation, molecularisation, geneticisation and pharmaceuticalisation (Lippman 1993; Clarke et al. 2009; Rose 2007; Williams et al. 2009). Such processes have urged social scientists into the laboratories, clinics and patient associations within and through which biological knowledge, biomedical practice, biosocial groupings and biological citizens are being formed, or co-produced. Anthropologists, sociologists and historians alike have taken up the task of studying biomedical practices of research, therapy and counselling both within biomedical settings and outside as biomedical knowledge, products and practices leave its laboratories, factories and clinics to circulate in communities and households (Novas 2006; Callon & Rabebarisoa 2008; Lock 2013).\(^1\) We have learned how bio-social communities form around specific genetic mutations, how biological citizens negotiate access to entitlements and demand health rights by tactically using biological knowledge, how individuals increasingly relate to and act upon themselves in terms of their genetics or neurochemistry and how biotech CEOs mobilise capital by selling future ‘visions of life’ in the bio-economy. In this strand of research, “the vital politics of our century… is concerned with our growing capacities to control, manage, engineer, reshape and modulate the very vital capacities of human beings… at the molecular level” (Rose 2006, 3-4). As a result, we have a seen a proliferation of social scientific bio-concepts – from bio-sociality to bio-value, bio-regulation, bio-capital, bio-economy and biological citizenship – just as journals like *BioSocieties* and *New Genetics and Society* have appeared as venues for social

---

\(^1\) Small sections of this article have appeared as an entry on the Somatosphere blog (http://somatosphere.net/).
scientific scholars to engage with the ways in which a ‘new’ biology impacts upon society and vice versa.

Yet this turn to the social study of biology and biological knowledge production practices in medicine has not been embraced by all. Medical anthropologists (and other qualitative health researchers) who study the lived experience of their informants as they fall ill and struggle to get better, devising coping strategies and mobilizing therapy support groups along the way have pointed not to the growing circulation of biomedicine and biomedical concepts, but rather to the chronic failures of biomedicine in terms of its availability, accessibility, quality, efficacy and relevance (see Biehl & Petryna 2013; Manderson & Smith-Morris 2010). From these scholars, we have learned how biomedicine is but one among many medical strategies pursued by the ill and also how stark inequalities continue to shape medical landscapes throughout the world. And so, if the aforementioned bio-turn has seen social scientists take up biology and biological knowledge production as the objects of their study, ‘classic’ medical anthropologists have retained subject-centred approaches to understanding therapeutic quests, illness understandings and relationalities.

In more recent years, a third form of social scientific engagement with biology and society in medical fields has emerged (Pickersgill et al. 2013; Meloni & Testa 2014; Lock 2015). As Meloni and colleagues (2016, 10) have asked, “if some of the convenient notions that polarized the separation between the social and the biological as two distinctive fields are becoming increasingly untenable in the light of the new biology, what shall we make of our reassuring disciplinary division?” Indeed, the goal of the present Handbook of Biology and Society is to move beyond the acrimonious debates that have characterized the biology/society border in biology and the social sciences alike. This is a biosocial (as opposed to a bio-) turn which is characterised not so
much by social scientists taking biology as an object of study, but rather by attempts to
(re)incorporate notions of the biological body into social investigations and vice versa.

These developments notwithstanding, there is one line of analytical and empirical
pursuit which remains strikingly idle, namely that which relates to the formation of knowledge of
living (understood as a social activity and personal experience) and related practices of living. How
biology and society intersect in the 21st century is not only a matter of how developments in
genetics, neuroscience, reproductive technologies and regenerative medicine are profoundly
transforming the ways in which we organise our societies and relate to ourselves. Nor is it only a
matter of how social lives and individual biographies profoundly shape our situated biologies. It is
also a matter of methodologies. The medical life sciences are those which take organs, tissues, cells
and DNA as their object of study predominantly with the help of microscopes, magnetic resonance
imaging, polymerase chain reaction techniques, pipettes, cell cultures and the like. Social scientists
on the other hand study people; their forms of organisation, their practices, behaviours, self-
understandings and more, predominantly with the help of databases, collected documents, surveys,
interviews, participant observation and more. Biology and society intersect in numerous spheres
(see Villadsen & Wahlberg 2015), albeit health and medicine is perhaps one of the most salient and
it is within this sphere that I will show how knowledge of (biological) life and knowledge of living
– generated in and through different methodologies – have come to co-circulate and inform practice
in ways that increasingly enfeeble the kinds of epistemological hierarchisations that are embedded
in the notions of ‘biological reductionism’, ‘biomedical hegemony’ or Cochrane-style hierarchy of
evidence models (which place qualitative research on their lowest rungs).

Canguilhem once wrote: “Human life can have a biological meaning, a social
meaning, and an existential meaning. In an assessment of the modifications that disease inflicts on
the human being, all these meanings can equally be retained. A man does not live only like a tree or a rabbit” (2008,121-22). Point being: not only is life sustained, it is also lived. If Canguilhem’s archaeological readings of biologists and medical scientists have generated path-breaking insights into the formation of “knowledge of life” in its biological meaning; what then of its social and existential meanings? I would suggest that the time is ripe for empirical analyses of the ways in which knowledge of living – that is to say knowledge of living as a social activity and a personal experience – has come to be formed, as well as how it has transmogrified or spilled over into practices of living (and vice versa) within medical arenas. For, alongside molecularisation and biomedicalisation, we have seen an upsurge in the production of knowledge about how it is to live with disease – morbid living – a subset of what I have more broadly called knowledge of living.

In distinguishing between knowledge of life and knowledge of living, I am not alluding to the distinction between ‘bare life’ (or zoe) and ‘qualified life’ (or bios), which has been extensively fleshed out by Agamben (1998), Fassin (2009), Biehl (2013) and many others who rightly point out that there is more to the politics of life than the bio prefix indexes. Neither am I pointing to the styles of ethical activity that make up contemporary ‘regimes of living’ (Lakoff & Collier, 2004). Instead I am making a methodological distinction between how knowledge of life and knowledge of living are generated as well as between the DNA, cells, tissues and organs that biomedical therapies target and the identities, quality of life, daily living or wellbeing that strategies aimed at improving the lives of those living with disease target. My suggestion is that we need to study the productive effects of our own knowledge production practices as social scientists – i.e. we need to be as attentive to the effects of our interview techniques and observation as we have been to the effects of sonography or DNA amplification.
I am not the only one to have noted this blind spot within contemporary social studies of medicine. Rabeharisoa and colleagues recently put together an important special issue on what they call ‘evidence based activism’ in which they argue that “patients’ organisations… collect experiences and build experiential knowledge, and that is how they give shape to concerned groups and delineate their preoccupations” (2014,115). Likewise, Angela Martin and colleagues held *Experience as Evidence? A Symposium on the Sciences of Subjectivity in Healthcare, Policy and Practice* at the University of Oxford in October 2014 to explore “What does it take to turn experience into evidence? What new methods and expertise are emerging in this field?” More broadly, Charles Camic and colleagues have called for an expansion of STS attention to the social sciences by suggesting further studies of “the mundane actions and processes by which the makers of social knowledge carry out their work[,] … the daily routines of knowledge production, evaluation, and use” (2011, 8). While I agree that we must look to the ways that qualitative evidence is currently being produced in patient associations or government agencies for use in policy and practice, I suggest that we must in a sense be bolder than this. Qualitative health research, including that of medical anthropologists and sociologists, has been around for at least a century now, and it has certainly not remained within the ivory tower. Rather (much like biomedical knowledge), it has left the Academy to circulate within hospital consultations, patient schools, households and more, as I will show. It is for these reasons that we need to attend to the effects of knowledge of living with the same commitment that the effects of knowledge of life have been cartographically and analytically pursued in recent decades.

In this chapter, I sketch out a possible outline for such an analytics of what we might conceptualise as the vitality of disease. I begin by arguing that morbid living has by now settled alongside pathological life as a crucial site of therapeutic intervention in many different medical
settings. I then move on to argue that biological diseases today are as much understood as ‘kinds of living’ (Wahlberg 2009) as they are failing biologies in these same settings. Finally, I suggest that in recent decades, morbid living has come to be disciplined, by what I mean processes through which knowledge of living with a disease transmogrifies into practices of morbid living and vice versa (cf. Foucault 1995). I point to three instances of the disciplining of morbid living; firstly the emergence of patient schools aimed at teaching patients to learn how to live with their disease; secondly the standardization of subjects through rating scales used in clinical trials to measure treatment effect on the ‘quality of life’ of patients; and finally the dissemination of practical advice through systematized, disease-specific ‘Living with’-guides aimed at patients and carers which are often prepared by patient or disease-advocacy associations. What these instances have in common is a focus on patient living as something that can be improved in terms of ‘quality of life’, ‘wellbeing’ or ‘healthy life’ as therapeutic objects. Indeed, quality of life has become a container concept.

MORBID LIVING AND THE BIRTH OF ‘QUALITY OF LIFE’

According to epidemiologists, more people than ever before are living with (especially chronic) diseases. Against a backdrop of aging populations, ‘lifestyle disease’ epidemics and advances in medicine, epidemiological calculations have suggested that by 2004, “18.6 million were severely disabled and another 79.7 million had moderate long-term disability” because of the diseases they suffered from (WHO 2008, 34; Manderson & Smith-Morris 2010). In countries like the United Kingdom and Denmark, healthcare officials report that soaring numbers of people with long-term medical conditions such as diabetes and dementia have pushed the proportion of treating and caring costs for the chronically ill to between 70-80% of national healthcare budgets (Campbell 2014; MandagMorgen 2011). At the same time, as many scholars have pointed out low-income countries
are currently struggling with a ‘double burden’ of both communicable and non-communicable disease, indeed so much so that acute-chronic and communicable-non-communicable dichotomies are becoming blurred (Rosenberg and Golden 1992; Whyte 2012; Manderson & Smith-Morris 2010). And so, just as healthcare workers in the global North and South continue their efforts to reduce morbidity and mortality rates through preventive medicine, lifestyle interventions or curative treatment, they must also improve the lives of those living with disease, or as put in a national healthcare strategy from Denmark, they “must focus much more than hitherto on both length and quality of life” (MoH 2002, 6). As we will see, within contemporary biomedicine and healthcare it is apparent that life is treated as much more than cellular and molecular activity. Notwithstanding the important findings that have resulted from studying the effects of biomolecularisation, as I have already noted, there has been less attention within medical science and technology studies to the equally conspicuous and contemporaneous (with molecular biology) emergence of ‘quality of life’.

This is not to say that quality of life is understudied in any way, quite the contrary. It is around the middle of the 20th century that we can locate the birth of ‘quality of life’, not so much as a term, but as something that can and ought to be measured, monitored, audited and improved in the medical field (see Armstrong & Caldwell 2004; Brooks 2013; Dokumaci 2014; Wahlberg 2007; Wahlberg & Rose 2015). Three books in particular stand out as emblematic for this birth: John Galbraith’s The Affluent Society (1958), Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962) and Ivan Illich’s Limits to Medicine (1976). Each of these books highlighted the ways in which longer, more affluent lives (in the West), were at the same time afflicted by the smog, toxins and iatrogenic side effects that industrial societies had brought in their wake (see Wahlberg 2007, 2012). Galbraith, Carson and Illich were of course not alone; rather they participated in what, by the 1960s, had become a chorus of critiques of modernity’s growing inventory of –isations (industrialisation,
technologisation, bureaucratisation, rationalisation, globalisation, medicalisation, etc.). In the field of medicine, the developments of renal dialysis and heart transplantation have in particular been highlighted as signposts in the consolidation of concern about ‘health-related quality of life’. While these two forms of therapy clearly saved lives, as Armstrong and Caldwell have shown, early commentators argued “only at considerable sacrifice to the quality of life” (2004, 364).

In tandem with these critiques, an incipient field of ‘quality of life’ (QoL) research coalesced within the fields of medicine, public health and health economics. This type of research was devoted to the definition and measurement of quality of life in the form of indices and instruments (whether generic or disease-specific) used: to measure “a patient’s ability to carry on his normal activity and work” (Karnofsky & Burchenal 1949, 197); to measure the state of health of a particular individual, group or population (Fanshel & Bush 1970); to assess the health outcomes of a particular health intervention (Carlens & Nou 1971); or to evaluate a particular health policy (Patrick & Erickson 1993). Among the most important of these instruments has been the EQ-5D measure of health outcome (Brooks 1996), the QALY (Quality Adjusted Life Years) which is used to assess the extent of the benefits gained from a medical intervention in terms of survival and quality of life and the DALY (Disability Adjusted Life Years) which is used to estimate the burden of disease in a given population with particular emphasis on non-fatal outcomes, which is to say ‘loss of healthy life’ as distinct from the loss of life (see Wahlberg & Rose 2015). Much of the debates and critiques that have ensued in the wake of these and other instruments of measurement have concerned the assumptions about health and valuing of life which underpin them (see Gold et al 2002; Round 2012; Kleinman & Kleinman 1996).

More recently, Anne Marie Mol and colleague’s (2002; 2008; 2010) important work on how different enactments or versions of atherosclerosis entail different ontologies as well as on how
logics of care and choice clash in the treatment of diabetes patients has highlighted the tensions that emerge when “it is mostly [patients’] so-called ‘quality of life’ that improves” (2008, 70). Still, for Mol, ‘quality of life’ indicators and measures are not analysed for what they do in terms of making up a particular version of atherosclerosis or diabetes, rather she suggests that when “quality becomes a quantity” controversies are stifled (2002, 174).

Such critiques notwithstanding, it is clear that with improvement of ‘quality of life’ firmly on the medical agenda, there is much more to the politics of vitality in the 21st century than molecular biology. For, to acknowledge such a thing as “loss of healthy life” is to show epistemological partiality towards what I have called morbid living; when healthy life is lost, it is morbid living that takes its place which in turn calls for knowledge about how it is to live with disease. This partiality is achieved through a methodological distinction between somatic, biological life (i.e. ‘life itself’ as many have put it, see Franklin (2000)) and personal, social life (i.e. living as a personal and social activity or experience) as separate, albeit intimately interlinked, objects of knowledge. While “knowledge of life” (Canguilhem 2008) stemming from the life sciences certainly constitutes a key component of the ways in which vitality is understood and intervened upon today in healthcare, we must also examine how knowledge of living generated especially, but not only, through qualitative social science is also contributing to the emergence of novel forms of measurable life – e.g. ‘healthy life’, ‘quality of life’ or ‘wellbeing’.

Indeed, alongside biomolecularisation, we have seen an upsurge in knowledge of how it is to live with disease, a subset of knowledge of living. Medical anthropology and sociology have, of course, been at the forefront. Beginning in the first half of the 20th century, anthropologists began generating insights into the ways in which individuals and communities experience, cope with and tackle disease and illness (Rivers 1924; Evans-Pritchard 1937). Indeed, the distinction between
disease and illness proposed by medical anthropologists was exactly intended to shed light on an individual’s experience of living with a disease: “Disease… in the… biological terms of the biomedical model is… an alteration in biological structure or functioning” whereas “illness refers to how the sick person and the members of the family or wider social network perceive, live with, and respond to symptoms and disability” (Kleinman 1988, 3, 5-6; See Mol 2002). Consequently, as Susan Whyte has argued “research on chronic conditions… has been central for the development of methods, concepts, and theories in medical anthropology” (2012, 64). It was long-lasting rather than acute illness that gave rise to therapeutic quests and the unfolding of personal narratives as patients looked for meaning, support and ways to cope with their conditions (Janzen 1978; Kleinman 1980; Mattingly 1998; Steffen et al. 2005; Manderson & Morris-Smith 2010). Hence, what I am also calling for are archaeological readings of the key concepts of medical anthropology – not reflex, regulation or pathology, but rather coping, suffering, navigation, symbolic efficacy or coherence (see Wahlberg 2008).

Moreover, if morbid living begins the moment healthy life is lost, then we are led to ask just what it is – what kinds of vitality – that is considered lost, and conversely, what there is to be (re)gained via healthcare interventions. Canguilhem famously argued that “a pathological state is never a state without norms – such a thing is impossible. Wherever there is life there are norms” (Canguilhem 1994, 351). Following Geroulanos and Meyers we can see how Canguilhem relocates this lesson into the realm of ‘knowledge of living’ when he shows how “disease makes it impossible to live without constant reference to norms and to deficiency vis-a-vis these norms” (2012, 3). We might say then that there is never a state of ill health without norms, meaning that every form of (disease-specific) morbid living has its norms. As long as one is alive, not only is life sustained biologically, it is also lived socially and personally however ‘diseased’ this living might
be. It is in this sense that morbid living is quintessentially biosocial. Every disease has its specificities and characteristics in terms of the kinds of biological failing that are at stake (e.g. uncontrolled cell division, faulty immune response, ineffective production of insulin) and it is these failing biologies that inevitably lead to certain kinds of living characterised by therapy, regular medication, visits to the hospital and/or reliance on medical devices which in turn can impede upon or shape daily living. Diseases are debilitating to varying degrees and in differing ways, hence, qualitative health research has shown how becoming sick will eventually impact on daily life through a range of restrictions, limitations, constraints, discomforts and/or apprehensions. These restrictions and limitations can, at the same time, be addressed more or less effectively with the help of medical therapies and/or social support, allowing some to live chronically with a given disease for years if not decades.

For all Canguilhem has taught us about how knowledge of life and knowledge of living presuppose each other, we have yet to see the kind of archaeological readings of the knowledge of living that has been generated by medical anthropologists and other qualitative health researchers over the last century or so. If Claude Bernard, René Leriche and Marie François Xavier Bichat were central empirical sources for studies of the consolidation of a knowledge of life in the 18th and 19th centuries (Canguilhem 1994), then William HR Rivers, Edward E Evans-Pritchard, Erwin Acherknecht and many other qualitative social scientists become essential empirical sources for similar studies of the consolidation of a knowledge of living with disease in the 20th century (see Wahlberg 2008). It is by studying the norms of morbid living archaeologically and genealogically that we gain further insight into questions of: what is a life of ‘good quality’, what is a ‘healthy life’ and what is ‘wellbeing’?
And so, however urgent a priority saving the lives of those who die from (especially preventable) disease remains (and let us not for a second discount this urgency, not least in these times of Ebola and scandalously grave health inequality), what I am arguing is that therapeutic objectives today increasingly involve improving the daily living, quality of life or wellbeing of individuals through specific practices which can be shared, taught, trained and propagated. For, not only have we seen an upsurge in the production of knowledge about how it is to live with disease (not least by medical anthropologists and sociologists), we have also seen a swarming of practices aimed at improving the lives of those living with disease. Efforts to improve the lives (as something further to saving lives, which, as I have said remains crucially urgent) of those living with disease are to be found globally. Let us now turn our attention to three specific arenas wherein practices aimed at improving the lives of those living with disease are currently playing out.

LEARNING TO LIVE WITH DISEASE

In a hospital leaflet distributed to discharged heart patients at Hvidovre Hospital in the west of Copenhagen, an offer is made:

When you come home from the hospital after treatment for a heart disease, it can be difficult to imagine how daily life will be. Recovery takes time and you need to know how to prevent your heart disease from getting worse. In this brochure you can read about our offer of courses and training for heart patients after discharge. (Hvidovre Hospital 2010).
Such courses have become a mainstay of many hospitals and healthcare centres (Taylor & Bury 2007; Lindsay & Vrijhoef 2009). The idea is to cultivate so-called “expert patients” who, in learning how best to take care of themselves and their chronic conditions, will “improve [their] quality of life and health status” (MandagMorgen 2011, 35) while also hopefully reducing strains on healthcare budgets. In a 1998 Working Group report, the World Health Organisation argued that such:

therapeutic patient education should enable patients to acquire and maintain abilities that allow them to optimally manage their lives with their disease. It is therefore a continuous process, integrated in health care. It is patient-centred; it includes organized awareness, information, self-care learning and psychosocial support regarding the disease, prescribed treatment, care, hospital and other health care settings, organizational information, and behaviour related to health and illness. It is designed to help patients and their families understand the disease and the treatment, cooperate with health care providers, live healthily, and maintain or improve their quality of life. (WHO 1998, 8)

This ‘outsourcing’ of care by helping patients to help themselves is a crucial site in which to observe the different ways in which practices of morbid living are currently playing out. In a welfare state like Denmark, municipalities are in charge of offering patient courses to their citizens, as in the case of a municipality in Southern Zealand which offers courses for seven different patient groups: cancer, lower back pain, chronic obstructive lung disease, type 2 diabetes, obesity, stress
and heart disease. If we take a closer look at the patient course for type 2 diabetes, stated vital objectives are to help patients:

- achieve better regulated blood sugar levels
- feel increased physical and psychological wellbeing
- with their motivation to be physically active
- gain more energy
- get a good social network which can be used after the course

We can say, then, that such patient courses are focused on improving the vitality of type 2 diabetes patients, both by coaching patients to regulate their bodies appropriately while also working to improve their wellbeing and social life. What the emergence of therapeutic patient education in the form of systematised courses highlights is a sentiment that getting a diagnosis in a hospital is not ‘merely’ a biomedical matter – adhere to doctor’s orders, comply with treatment regimens and schedules – but it is equally a social and personal affair. With chronic disease, patients can expect to live with the condition for the rest of their lives, and their primary challenge is therefore learning how to live within the more or less narrowing constraints that a disease is seen to bring with it in the most optimal of ways. As Mattingly and colleagues have shown, such courses stand somewhat in contrast to the daily difficulties faced by many, especially those who are socio-economically marginalised (Mattingly et al. 2011). They contrast therapeutic patient education which is very often compliance and adherence oriented (sometimes called treatment literacy), with the kinds of ‘chronic homework’ that patients struggle with in their daily lives. Nonetheless, what I
wish to point out is that patient courses have become an institutionalised component of healthcare as something further to the ambulatory visits and check-ups at the General Practitioner that have long been a part of life with a chronic condition. In so-called ‘resource poor’ parts of the world, such courses can take the form of community treatment literacy training or workshops to help, for example, individuals with HIV to ‘live positively’ (Whyte et al. 2014). We need to continue studying patient courses and training, not only with a view to assessing their strengths or shortcomings, but also to examine their productive effects in the constitution of new forms of living with particular diseases.

STANDARDISED SUBJECTS

Another arena within which we can observe the consolidation of the improvement of daily living as a therapeutic objective is that of clinical trials. Therapeutic claims for a drug or therapy are increasingly linked to the improvement of patient’s ‘quality of life’. For example, six out of the top ten blockbuster drugs from 2006 purported to improve patients’ quality of life as their main claim: e.g. “Advair significantly improved and maintained health-related quality of life”; “Subjects treated with venlafaxine [Effexor] noted an…improved quality of life as compared to those receiving placebo”; “After treatment with Nexium 91% of patients with reflux esophagitis in the study shown here were free of heartburn, resulting in a considerable improvement in many aspects of their daily lives”; “Olanzapine [Zyprexa] demonstrated a superiority over risperidone in… improving patient quality of life and interpersonal relationships” (see Herper & Kang 2006). Such therapeutic claims are not possible without rating scales and indices. Since treatments are not only used to save/lengthen life, researchers must be able to measure improvements in the way a patient experiences or lives with a disease, which in turn requires scales to rate what is sometimes called
the ‘health-related quality of life’ of a patient. As noted earlier, we can trace the emergence of rating scales to the work of Steinbrocker and colleagues (1949) who proposed classificatory schemes for measuring the functional capacity in rheumatoid arthritis as well as Karnofsky and Burchenal (1949) who developed a performance scoring system for measuring the ability of cancer patients to carry out activities of daily living (see Wahlberg & Rose 2015; Dokumaci 2014). Since then, the construction of such scales has become a veritable industry in itself as a cascade of generic as well as disease-specific rating scales have emerged.

What they have in common is that they attempt to quantify the subjective experience of what it is like for someone to live with a disease, i.e. what is morbid living like? Put in another way, they attempt to quantify the ‘loss of healthy life’. If disease is considered to be debilitating in varying degrees and becoming sick will eventually impact on your daily life through a range of restrictions, limitations, constraints, discomforts and apprehensions, by scoring and ranking these, rating scales provide a numerical basis for assessing disease impact along axes of severity. While not exhaustive, it is possible to identify four important domains of daily living that are assessed through rating scales:

1) Functional ability – many rating scales give priority to ‘performance’ or the ability to carry out daily activities such as self-care (washing, toilet visits), mobility, cleaning, cooking, shopping, etc. Continuums go from ‘bedridden’ or ‘entirely dependent’ to ‘fully mobile’ or ‘independent’. In Karnofsky and Burchenal’s words, performance scales “measure the usefulness of the patient or the burden that he represents to his family or society” (1949, 195-197), and have been criticised for this utilitarian view of disease impact.
2) Discomfort – not only is sickness seen to limit or constrain, it is also seen to generate discomfort, a point that many rating scales attempt to capture by asking patients to what extent they feel pain or discomfort. Continuums go from extreme pain/suffering to no pain or discomfort.

3) Unease – some rating scales attempt to capture the many apprehensions that sickness can generate in a patient. Continuums range from ‘very anxious or depressed’ to ‘not anxious or depressed’.

4) Relationships – a less common domain is that of relationships which suggests that a ‘healthy’ person is one who is involved in a number of positive relationships with family, friends and colleagues. Continuums can be organised along degrees of isolation (i.e. number of relationships) as well as on how individuals self-assess their relationships (e.g. as good or bad).

Social studies of randomised controlled trials have shown how such trials rely on the construction of standardised inclusion criteria, treatment regimens as well as clinical outcomes (Lakoff 2007; Petryna 2007; Wahlberg & McGoey 2008). Indeed, it is not uncommon for trial conductors to include a battery of clinical outcome measures in the form of rating scales as a way to maximise the possibility that some kind of ‘signal’ is detected, i.e. statistically significant changes in the rating scale scores of trial subjects over time. Rating scales make it possible to quantify the experience of living with disease. Yet each disease has its specificities in terms of how it is seen to impact on a patient and/or carer. As such disease-specific scales such as the St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) or the Quality of Life in Reflux and Dyspepsia (QOLRAD) have been developed for use in clinical trials for asthma and reflux respectively. Predictably, such efforts to quantify the qualitative have been subject to countless critiques. My task here is not to assess their suitability or validity rather I am highlighting the fact that knowledge about morbid living (about how it is to live with a disease) is now routinely generated in clinical trials. The rating
scales themselves have been developed by clinicians, yet a key question emerges around how disease impact has come to be conceptualised around the four domains of functional ability, discomfort, unease and social isolation. Here we see one of the immediate methodological differences when compared to those social studies of biomedicine which have studied the co-production of biomedical knowledge and practice: while clinicians and laboratory scientists are in specific medical settings on a daily routine basis (and therefore can more readily be observed and studied in these settings), social scientists are usually not. Moreover, while biological disease categories and substances are surrounded by visible materialities in the form of laboratory equipment, biopsies and medical devices, knowledge of quality of life is most often paper-based in the form of QoL questionnaires, study results or clinical trial protocols. The question I would pose then is, when clinicians, epidemiologists, health economists and others have developed rating scales for measuring a patient’s quality of life when living with a disease, has this development been entirely independent of medical anthropologists’ and other qualitative health researchers’ longstanding engagements with similar questions? Future studies could productively track down the genealogies of QoL rating scales while also attending clinical meetings in which clinical trials are designed and treatment outcomes determined. The ironies of quantifying the qualitative as patients and carers are modelled into standardised subjects are obvious. Yet, we should nevertheless investigate how it is that clinicians, epidemiologists and health economists have come to invest so much time and resources into quantifying the qualitative in ways that render ‘quality of life’ and ‘wellbeing’ – the patient perspective – auditable.
Life with Alzheimer’s is a shared concern for both the one who has the disease and her or his loved ones. Alzheimer’s infiltrates deep into family life. Roles transform and ways of being together change character. Hence, when a diagnosis has been given, the challenge is to find out how you will live a life with Alzheimer’s together… Whether you have Alzheimer’s or are a loved one, you will need good advice as well as help and guidance to the different phases that you will go through as the disease progresses. (From carer guide “Lev med demens [Living with dementia]”, Alzheimer Association 2012)

How can one live a life of good quality – or at least the best life possible – with Alzheimer’s, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or ischemic heart disease? Such questions lie at the heart of a new style of advice or guidance that is emerging out of especially patient associations. So-called “Living with” guides are now a standard offer from most patient associations as they seek to provide recently diagnosed patients and their carers with insights into the ‘new’ life that awaits them. Take Alzheimer’s disease, a disease that is viewed by many public health experts as a major health care challenge in coming years as populations age. ‘Living with dementia’ guides are often introduced with the following kinds of statements: “When receiving a dementia diagnosis, you are inevitably thrown off course”; “Receiving a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s is never easy — it’s life changing” (Alzheimer’s Association 2012, 3; Alz.org 2014). Such guides from patient associations contribute to the stabilisation of Alzheimer’s as a ‘kind of living’ (Wahlberg 2009; see also Moreira et al. 2014). While each patient is unique as are his or her circumstances, there are nevertheless a range of experiences that are seen as common to the kind of living that Alzheimer’s brings with it. So what kind of living is Alzheimer’s? Let us take a closer look at how Alzheimer’s living is

---

2 Tip: type “Living with…” followed by almost any disease into a search engine and see what happens.
sketched out in such guides as well as how advice and tips are provided: “There are some practical things that you can do to help you live as well as possible.” (Alzheimer’s Society 2012, 42)

Common to ‘Living with’ guides is their emphasis on daily living and on providing tips for easing this in the face of the challenges that Alzheimer’s living can bring with it. As a form of morbid living, Alzheimer’s has its specificities related to memory loss, mood changes, loss of balance, medicines, doctor’s appointments, the making of wills and eventually loss of ability to carry out tasks in everyday life. As a degenerative disease with no known cure, a life with Alzheimer’s is characterised by a series of deteriorations which can hopefully be slowed down and tackled through medication, tips of keeping daily routines, staying active, labelling things, using a calendar, and the like.

Such guides are also characterised by their emphasis of bringing patient experiences to the fore, through quotations such as “You must carry on doing the things you enjoy, and not side line yourself from your friends and family or clubs and groups. We’ve always led busy lives, going out and about – and we still do.” (Alzheimer’s Society 2012, 42). Indeed, as Rabeharisoa and colleagues have argued “patients’ organisations… collect experiences and build experiential knowledge, and that is how they give shape to concerned groups and delineate their preoccupations” (2014,115). This, they suggest, is different from the forms of biosociality that bring people together because of e.g. a shared genetic mutation (see Epstein 1998; Rabinow 1996; Rose & Novas 2005; Gibbon & Novas 2008). However, while Rabeharisoa and colleagues point to the ‘evidence based activism’ that experiential knowledge then feeds into, I would argue that we might speak of socialities which are coalescing around shared kinds of morbid living or lebens-socialities. The point being that through the generation of knowledge about what it is like to live with disease, patient associations are preparing practical advice on how best to live with that disease. It is
therefore exactly at the intersections of knowledge and practice that we can observe what I have called a disciplining of morbid living. Morbid living is disciplined in the dual sense of coming to be the object of specialised bodies of expertise while at the same time being subject to normalising interventions aimed at promoting ‘good’ ways of living with a particular disease through ‘living with’ guides, training courses or state-led information campaigns. Much like hospitals, one Alzheimer Association organises weekend courses as well as patient schools, as they suggest growing numbers of people:

receive a dementia diagnosis while they are still leading active lives. For many, the diagnosis may lead them to stop exercising or to withdraw from their social lives. Further to decreasing a person’s quality of life, isolation and inactivity can worsen the disease. That’s why Alzheimer Association organises patient schools which are tailored for people with dementia. The courses are especially targeted at younger persons with early onset Alzheimer’s. (Alzheimer Association 2014)

The methodological challenge here for future studies relates to examining how living with guides have been developed as well as how patient schools are designed and held. For example, in Denmark patient associations have become an important employer for anthropologists and other social scientists, not least because of their interest in patient perspectives and the ways in which patients and carers live with disease on a daily basis. Who are the experts hired to put together “Living with” guides, and what forms of knowledge and expertise are invoked to qualify daily
living advice? Once again methodological challenges arise, ones requiring detective-like skills of tracking down how morbid living manuals and patient schools have been developed.

CONCLUSION – LIVING

Why research the ways in which morbid living has come to be known and practiced when in many ways it is its opposite in ‘healthy living’ that has recently grabbed headlines and shaped numerous national health agendas in the form of preventative medicine (e.g. cholesterol and blood pressure medicines), lifestyle interventions (targeting exercise, alcohol and smoking) or nutrition campaigns (e.g. five-fruits-a-day) (see Greene 2007; Dumit 2012)? Firstly, as pointed out in this chapter, notwithstanding continued efforts to reduce morbidity and mortality, when it comes to healthcare, it is long-term disease treatment and management that is taking a growing share of annual healthcare expenditure. We can say that the management and improvement of morbid living is one of the most pressing tasks for healthcare workers today. Indeed a national healthcare administrator in the United Kingdom has warned that “this is the biggest problem facing the health system and the care system and the costs are growing year on year… unless we change the way we address the problems, [it] will overwhelm the system” (McShane cited in Campbell 2014).

Secondly, by studying how morbid living is known and practiced, we can also generate further insight into how healthy living and quality of life (as healthcare objectives) are understood and how they are valued. At stake are efforts to enable the best possible lives within the constraints that particular diseases are seen to bring with them not by privileging either biomedicine or social science, rather by acknowledging that both are requisite. In the biosocial turn that this book is in part a response to, methodological debates often concern how social and biological research
techniques can be modified to take the other into account, for example in the form of a bio-
ethnography “which integrates biological and ethnographic data about the larger histories and life
circumstances that shape health” (Roberts 2015). What I am proposing is to make ethnographic and
other forms of qualitative research the object of study in much the same way that social scientists
have made biological knowledge production the object of research in recent decades. If medical
practice today is informed in important ways by qualitative insights into how it is to live with
disease, then social studies of medicine will do well to train their analytical gaze in equal measure
towards the production of knowledge that takes place within the social sciences.

How then should one design research that will allow one to research the disciplining of morbid
living? To begin with, we must ensure that we are empirically equipped to study the ways in which
knowledge of morbid living is generated on the one hand, and on the other, how practices of morbid
living are shaped and ‘routinised’ which requires homing in on the knowledge/practice nexus.
Chosen empirical sites must therefore, on the one hand, provide an opportunity to study the ways in
which ‘quality of life’ or ‘healthy life’ is known, measured and invoked as a metric of morbid living
along good/bad or better/worse continuums. They must also allow one to examine how patients and
carers seek out, share and receive tips, advice or training about how best to live with a particular
disease – how to get on when afflicted by a particular condition. Such an approach marks a break
from hitherto social studies of biomedicine which have focused on molecularisation and the forms
of biosociality and biological citizenship that have emerged in its wake.

I should reiterate once again that it is not my claim that ‘quality of life’, ‘wellbeing’ or ‘healthy
living’ has been understudied in any way. As I have underlined, medical anthropologists and other
qualitative social scientists have been researching such themes for over a century. Indeed, in a sense
I am suggesting that perhaps qualitative health research deserves far more credit than it has
received. Medical anthropology, for example, is not ‘merely’ a subjective discipline operating in the shadows of and critiquing a hegemonic biomedicine. It is a field of expertise that has contributed in concrete ways to the transformation of medical practice, in GP consultations, hospitals, patient associations as well as homes. If this is the case, what we need are methodological tools to trace the ways in which knowledge of morbid living has come to co-circulate (alongside biomedical knowledge of disease) and transmogrify into practices of morbid living.

Of course, one of the open questions that such an approach raises is the extent to which we can find links between the qualitative insights that have been generated over the past century or so about how people live with, cope with and tackle disease and illness and the ongoing efforts to know morbid living through, for example, clinical trials or patient associations. This will require empirical studies of the co-production of medical practices which aim to improve the quality of life of patients and carers.
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